Hugo, Victor – **VICTOR HUGO'S WORKS**.
CENTENARY EDITION. 30 VOLUMES  (This numbered set contains only 26 of the 30 volumes)

Printed in Boston by Estes and Lauriat Company. ca. 1902, in English. Limited to 1000 copies, of which this is set #540. Good condition. Paper spine labels have age-darkened and the initial red letters are faded in places, and the green cloth covering is worn slightly in places. Many volumes of the set contain unopened pages. Hardcover. 26 of the 30 volumes. Bound in green cloth with printed paper spine labels. Top edge gilt. Other edges untrimmed. Printed on fine paper. Illustrated with tissue-guarded photogravures.

Contents:
- Dramas - Four Vols. (lacking volume one) -- net 3
- Hans of Iceland - Two Vols.
- Ninety Three - Two Vols. (lacking volume one) -- net 1
- The History of a Crime - Two Vols.
- William Shakespeare – One Vol
- Things Seen - Essays – One Vol
- Toilers of the Sea - Two Vols. (lacking volume one) -- net 1
- Les Miserables - Five Vols. (lacking volume one) -- net 4
- The Man Who Laughs - Two Vols.
- Notre Dame de Paris - Two Vols.
- Poems - Three Vols.
- The Rhine - Two Vols.
- The Life, Times, and Works of Victor Hugo (by Alfred Barbou) - Two Vols

Set of 26 books as shown, except set #540 is bound in green cloth, rather than blue. It is in better condition than as shown, except three of my spine labels are more degraded.

Asking $350 (plus shipping, if required)

Contact: Paul Wesling by email: **p.wesling@ieee.org**
Located in the SF Bay Area of California (near San Jose)